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ACCEPTING WHO YOU ARE #SELFACCEPTANCE 
 

As a #womenofkulture365 it's so important to be able to stand in front of a mirror 

and accept the image you see #YourTrueYou.... now you have become in-tune with 

the true inner self #spiritualvessel to build your #SELFESTEEM 

#SELFACCEPTANCE #SELFWORTH #SELFLOVE! 

 

Having confidence comes from within, not the reflection of our body, because our 

body doesn't make who we are. The true spirit from within and having a mindset is 

what decides who we choose to be and the ability to act positive or negative. A 

positive #mindset allows us to receive good energy, be creative, achieve goals and 

stay healthy from within. That old saying, "what you put inside will shine on the 

outside". So, if we have the self-acceptance to digest positive things from within, we 

will glow positively on the outside and then our bodies will begin to heal with #self-

worth and #selflove. As well as our #self-esteem begins to tell us that I can 

accomplish & do anything. I can walk in any room with my head held high and be 

proud of my cultural heritage and inspire many women that no matter our past 

mistakes, health issues, been abused that does not determine who I am today or my 

future. My #FAITH #MINDSET & #SELFACCEPTANCE. 

  

Note: Having true FAITH positive MINDSET Self-Accepting & Self-Love (true-

self) may not come right away, possible weeks, months and maybe years, but having 

the patience, learning from past experiences and positive choice-making you will get 

there. It will also provide a sense of personal peace and confidence and the choices 

you make for a positive journey of happiness. 

 

Make a list and work on each one of these: True-Self, Self-Acceptance, Love Your 

True Self. These three will help you to  find your inner spirit, peace within, and to  

embrace your culture, and most of all ACEPT WHO YOU ARE! 
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